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A message from the author 

This book is a first step to introduce a broader audience to the methods, techniques and 

balance of reward-seeking and risk-management that I have developed since the 1990s. I have 

not seen it all, but I have seen a lot.  

Since my late father taught me how to chart stocks on graph paper at age 16 (in 1980), my 

career passion has been investing, innovating, mentoring, and educating. Whether you are a 

do-it-yourself investor or an advisor to others, I hope this book helps you. I encourage you to 

continue following our work at SungardenInvestment.com. 
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forward. And my son Tyler, who has now started his own investment career, worked with me 

to “discover” the Isbitts Ratio™, and conducted the early YARP™ analysis while still in 

college.  

Mentoring these and other emerging industry professionals has been one of the most 

gratifying experiences of my 35-year investment industry career. And, we’re just getting 

started! 

Rob Isbitts 

Weston, Florida USA 
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Introduction: Not our parents’ stock and bond markets! 

 
“Investors must avoid large losses late in life.” – Robert Shiller, Professor, Yale University 

For those already retired, or planning to retire in the next 10 years, investing for income 

and preservation contains significant risks that the previous generation of investors did not 

have to navigate. Yet, their chief investment aim in retirement is the same as those who 

came before them: replace a paycheck with dividend income, earn some capital 

appreciation potential beyond those dividend payments, and, most importantly, DON’T 

LOSE BIG in the process! 

Thanks to massive intervention by the Fed and other global central banks, interest rates have 

been suppressed for years. As that occurred, new, big-money forces entered the markets, adding 

sources of volatility and market movements that have changed the very nature of investing. We 

need to change with it. But how?  

Big Wall Street firms have done what they always do: present investors with a deluge of so-

called “solutions.” While many have merit, the way they are sold can obscure some unwelcome 

risks to the retired/retiring investor. What seems to solve their key concerns might only be 

effective in friendly stock market conditions.  

At a time when investors are all-consumed trying to sort out an unrelenting stream of new 

PRODUCTS, this report offers something different: a tested investment PROCESS that seeks 

yield and total return, but where RISK-MANAGEMENT is a priority. That starts with 

reconsidering how they evaluate and invest in stocks that pay regular dividend income. With 

interest rates near historical lows, this forces investors to look beyond bonds, which were the 

staple of retirement income portfolios as far back as any of us can remember. 

The goal of this paper is to provide investors with an additional FACTOR to consider when 

building long-term portfolios for income and capital preservation. Without hype, drama or 

ego. Don’t worry, it has nothing to do with IPOs, SPACs, meme stocks or day-trading! 
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Why a new dividend stock investing method? And why now? 

I rarely think the market is right. I believe non-dividend stocks aren't much more than baseball 

cards. They are worth what you can convince someone to pay for it. 

-Mark Cuban 

The YARP™ research and investment technique introduced in this paper is an innovative 

approach. But to what end? To help people who have built a majority of their “nest egg” to keep 

it, while they continue to try to grow it. That sounds simple, right? And, when bonds were a 

reasonable option for these investors, the solution to this challenge was straightforward. That is 

no longer the case. A good financial plan can be ruined by a lousy approach to managing the 

investment portfolio. Managing risk is different now. Investors need to respond proactively. 

Where has all the yield gone? 

Bonds were a great complement to stocks for retirement. Not anymore. As the graph below 

illustrates, yields on a wide variety of traditional investment income sources have plummeted 

over the past 10 years. After all, In early 2020, the S&P 500 fell 33% in 5 weeks. Then, it 

recovered quickly. Historically, that’s a rare occurrence. What investors must ask now is, what if 

that happens again, but it takes years or even a decade just to get back what was lost in the 

“crash?” And how can I do this when bonds cannot help me like they used to? 

Figure 1: income yields in secular decline
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The S&P 500 was roughly flat from 1999-2009. But today’s retiree or aspiring retiree 

probably had significantly fewer dollars to lose back then. 15- 20 years ago, they were in full 

earning and accumulation mode. Now, they are using that accumulated wealth, or positioning to 

do so soon. That means they cannot afford a major step backwards from here on.  

That era was fun while it lasted. But now, it is gone. That is why this is THE time to introduce 

a modern way to approach dividend investing. Unfortunately, too many investors have 

developed a sense of complacency. Stock bull markets build wealth, and bear markets wreck 

them in a fraction of the time. The current predicament: stock prices and bond prices are 

much higher than a decade ago. Today’s investor must first recognize the rare times we live in, 

then consider how to operate within those new realities. 

How to avoid common dividend investing mistakes 

“I have had a perfectly wonderful evening, but this wasn’t it.” -- Groucho Marx 

“Dividend” does not always mean “safe.” When markets get ugly, emotions take over and 

nearly all stocks fall together. How do dividend investors confront this reality? By learning to 

play defense, not just offense. The key is to have a process and mechanism to signal when risk of 

that happening is abnormally high. 

 

Dividend investors: Seeking answers, getting sales pitches. Many traditional approaches to 

dividend investing, and overcoming the low-bond-rate era, do not truly address the need for 

defense as part of the income investing equation. They look at “playing defense” as having your 

stock portfolio perform better than the broad stock market. That is NOT what many investors 

want.  

 

Consider some of today’s most popular dividend stock investment strategies, and how they 

can put investors into a false sense of security: 

 

Dividend Growth (a.k.a. Dividend Aristocrats) –These portfolios often have yield levels too 

low to fund a retirement, yet still carry full stock market risk. A case in point was during the 

2020 pandemic-induced crash. Many Aristocrat portfolios lost 30-35%, like the S&P 500 did. 

 

High Yield stocks - Seeking the highest yields sounds good. However, if you don’t first 

understand WHY those yields are so high, and what risk is associated with them, you may get 

suckered into a bad investment. 
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Dogs of the Dow - This type of high yield stock approach invests in the 10 highest yielders 

among the Dow Jones Industrials’ 30 stocks each year. Again, these might be 30 “blue chip” 

companies, but they are still vulnerable in poor phases of the market cycle.  

 

Covered call option writing - These seemingly pop up everywhere when markets get volatile. 

But option premium is not the same thing as dividend income! This also requires the investor to 

truly understand a whole other type of vehicle and its risks before taking the leap. 

 

Hybrid income investments - High Yield and Convertible Bonds are pitched as being “equity-

like,” offering yields equal to or higher than common stocks. But this is offset by the risks of 

lower credit quality and lower liquidity.  

 

Closed-End funds - The leverage that drives these creates a “feast or famine” situation for 

investors. Leverage is what often pops market bubbles. 

Flexible Bond funds - Diversifying bonds with other types of bonds does not solve the issues 

inherent in today’s bond market. Instead, these strategies provide a false sense of security. 

 

A modern approach: same aim, different angle 

Today’s dividend investor wants confidence that their approach has 3 key elements in place 

 

• Delivery of sufficient cash flow from dividend income 

• A proactive approach to keep losses in a tolerable range 

• A systematic process combining the best features of algorithmic and human investing  

 

Instead of crowding into the “usual suspects” of dividend-driven investing styles, investors need 

something akin to a GPS for dividend stock research and analysis. That is, something to help 

them find their way to their destination.  

The Isbitts Ratio™ - a GPS for dividend investors 

“People don’t know what they want until you show it to them”-  Steve Jobs 

I developed The Isbitts Ratio™ to capitalize on a strong relationship I identified between a 

stock or ETF’s current dividend yield, its historical dividend yield, and its subsequent 

ability to grow capital while keeping losses contained. It is one of the key statistics I have used 

to narrow my focus as a value and income-oriented equity investor. 

The goal of the Isbitts Ratio™ is to evaluate the intermediate and long-term attractiveness 

of a stock’s yield AND price. That is why my team and I calculate the Isbitts Ratio™ for 

hundreds of stocks and ETFs every trading day. And, we observe patterns to draw more 
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confident conclusions about how to deploy it, both at the individual stock level and as a broad 

market indicator. 

Calculating the Isbitts Ratio™ 

The formula for the Isbitts Ratio™ is straightforward: take the annual dividend yield of a stock 

(or ETF) over each day for the past 7 years. Then, take the current annual dividend yield, and 

calculate its percentile within that 7 year history. Note that the “trailing 12-month yield” is 

typically used, to get a smoother set of data. 

So, if a stock’s annual dividend yield has ranged from 3.0% to 6.0% during the past 7 years, and 

the stock yields 3.3% now, it is in the 10th percentile of its 7-year range. That is, it is in the 

lowest 10% of its historical dividend yield. If the stock were yielding 5.7%, it would be in the 

90% percentile. When looking to purchase a stock or ETF, I aim to do so when it is toward the 

upper end of its historical percentile range. So, an Isbitts Ratio™ of 90% is, at face value, more 

attractive long-term than a 10% Isbitts Ratio™.  

At the most basic level, we want to buy when the Isbitts Ratio™ is high, and sell when it is low. 

As we will see below, there is much more to it. But this is a starting point in using the Isbitts 

Ratio™ for research and portfolio construction purposes. 

This is similar to how active bond portfolio managers operate. They try to buy when yields are 

high, then sell when yields are low. In the same way that bond yields fall when bond prices fall, 

the same is generally true for stocks.  

Note that the DIRECTION in which the Isbitts Ratio™ is moving is just as important as what 

the percentage level is. I will cover that just ahead.  

Why The Isbitts Ratio™ is not enough on its own 

I have nearly 3 decades of hands-on investing experience. And for about a decade, I have been 

running YARP™ as the individual stock portion of my portfolios. I have been a stock chartist 

since 1980. When I put those 3 things together, my conclusion is this: buy and sell rules have to 

be based on what I believe is more important than the BS chatter investors are pummeled with 

every time they turn on their TV or look at their phone.  

Buying a value stock is not about it simply being “cheap.” Cheap stocks can get cheaper, and 

then even cheaper. So, in YARP™ investing terms, we need more than just a well-positioned 

Isbitts Ratio™ to commit capital to buy something. 
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 YARP™ (Yield at a Reasonable Price): dividend investing, 

differently 

The most important thing about an investment philosophy is that you have one. - David Booth 

YARP™ (Yield at a Reasonable Price) investing applies the Isbitts Ratio™ to the analysis of 

specific stocks and ETFs that pay dividends, to narrow down the selection and timing process 

for active or passive portfolio management. YARP™ can be a total solution, or it can be a 

filtering process. My team and I built it, tested it, and used it for a decade before explaining it in 

detail publicly, as I am doing here for the first time. YARP™ can be considered a research factor 

in stock screening, a core research tool, or a total portfolio construction method. It depends on 

you, how you invest, and what you are looking for.  

Ultimately, we want to use the Isbitts Ratio™ and additional research inputs described below, to 

identify stocks with the following characteristics 

• A “margin of safety” due to their historically high dividend yield 

• Under-priced on a long-term basis, which gives them higher long-term return potential 

than the typical stock 

• Attractive long-term yield, that can be enjoyed for many months to many years 

• Price action that indicates a potential transition from merely “cheap” to “competitive 

long-term total return” 

What does that get us? Yield at a Reasonable Price. YARP™! 

The YARP™ Investing Process: Summarized 

STEP 1: Define a solid investment universe  

STEP 2: Analyze Isbitts Ratio™ data on the stock universe 

STEP 3: Apply YARP™ buy and sell criteria 

STEP 4: Fit the research to your portfolio constraints 

 

Now, let’s cover each of these 4 steps in more detail.  
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STEP 1: Define a solid investment universe.  

 

That is, what set of stocks are considered for the portfolio, if/when they meet the buy criteria.  

• Try to kick out the investment “riff-raff”: broken companies, stocks with incomplete or 

odd data or features, companies that are not very liquid, etc.  

• Also, since YARP™ investing can only be done with companies that pay regular 

dividends, we have to eliminate companies that do not pay dividends or have very 

low yields.  

• Other factors to try to filter down the list of eligible stocks to conduct Isbitts Ratio™ and 

YARP™ research on include company quality, creditworthiness, valuation, growth, 

volatility, and momentum.  

 

STEP 2: Analyze Isbitts Ratio™ data on the stock universe.  

 

We have defined 6 different zones for the Isbitts Ratio™, as shown in this table.  

 

As you read the explanations below, consider that you are analyzing a stock that started in the 

White zone, and is moving steadily lower on the color grid. 

 

Figure 2: The 6 Isbitts Ratio™ Zones: following a stock from cheap through expensive 
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Isbitts Ratio™ color zones, explained 

Here is a summary of what each of the 6 colored zones of the Isbitts Ratio™ (IR) indicates: 

White zone 

This is where the IR is close to 100%. That means that the stock’s yield is near or at the highest 

level it has been at during the past 7 years. The white zone is where some of the biggest long-

term winners start their moves. But that upside comes with the highest level of uncertainty.  

Green zone 

If there is a “sweet spot” in the IR, this is it. An IR level between 75% and 95% is not by itself 

enough to conclude you identified a “winner.” However, based on years of hands-on, live 

portfolio management with real dollars, and hundreds of hours of back-testing, when a stock’s IR 

drops from above 95% to below 95%, and keeps falling for a while, it is usually a good sign.  

Blue zone 

The Blue zone is generally where a stock that recently bottomed, now has a head of steam, and 

you can have more confidence in the momentum the stock now exhibits. 

Grey zone 

Just as “grey area” is an expression that implies something is in an in-between or neutral state, so 

too when IR is in the grey zone. There is appreciation potential, but risk is now higher than when 

the stock was trading in the green or blue zones. If there is such a thing in the IR as a “hold” 

rating, the Grey zone is it.  

Yellow zone 

I am describing these color zones with the assumption that you bought a stock in the green zone. 

If you did so, and it is now in the yellow zone, you likely have made a good profit on the stock. 

But strictly in IR terms, yellow is more a signal that you should be paying close attention to the 

stock, and be ready to react if the price rolls over. So, you might call this another form of hold 

signal, but with greater likelihood than the Grey zone that it is getting late in the stock’s up cycle. 

Red zone 

The red zone is not as simple as it might seem on the surface. It is not an automatic sell signal. In 

our research, it became obvious that while stocks that move through the color grid to red may be 

vulnerable to a price reversal, it is also quite possible that a stock is entering its most powerful 

move higher, before finally switching from bull cycle to bear cycle.  
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The “Rule of 98%” 

There is one important exception to the concept that a higher Isbitts Ratio™ percentage value is 

a better entry point than a much lower one. When the Isbitts Ratio™ rises and crosses above 

98% from below that level, things can get trickier. This is the proverbial “falling knife” in the 

old Wall Street expression “don’t try to catch a falling knife.” 

While this does leave plenty of room for Isbitts Ratio™ to decline (translating to price growth), 

such a high percentile may indicate that the security’s price is not done falling. Once the 

YARP™ level hits 100%, there is no telling how much more the security’s price may fall before 

the YARP™ value decreases again. 

STEP 3: Apply YARP™ buy and sell criteria 

A security needs to be in “good buying position” in terms of both its Isbitts Ratio™ and its 

actual price trend in order to be given the proverbial “green light” to be purchased. So, in 

addition to monitoring the Isbitts Ratio™ level, we must also measure the stock’s price trend 

over multiple time periods. The goal is to let the stock tell us when it is getting ready to move, or 

too weak to risk continuing to hold. 

In investing, there are as many styles and techniques as there are snowflakes in Canada in the 

winter. In using the Isbitts Ratio™ and YARP™ investing, this is also the case. That means that 

the selling rules my team and I find most helpful may not be the ones you prefer. It is a personal 

decision for the investor, or an advisory decision if you are an investment advisor overseeing 

client accounts. 

STEP 4: Fit the research to your portfolio constraints 

 

When my team and I educate investors on YARP™ and other aspects of our investment 

approach, the biggest gap is often the presence or absence of “portfolio constraints.” That is, 

guidelines and limits that take a group of stocks, and make them a fluid, sustainable, process-

driven portfolio. Ignoring this can leave you with a collection of stocks, not a true portfolio. 

 

So, to take the stock-level research we covered in the first 3 steps, and convert it to a working 

portfolio, we want to define the following: 

• How many stocks will be in the portfolio when fully invested? Academic studies have 

shown for decades that once you get beyond 20-30 stocks in a portfolio, the benefits of 

diversification decrease noticeably.  
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• Will you force the portfolio to be fully invested at all times? There are many billions 

of dollars invested in dividend strategies that are mandated to be fully invested. That may 

be acceptable to their investors, but if that’s not your preference, that’s an active choice 

you need to make. 

• When not fully invested, how do you invest the assets not currently in stocks? The 

sooner you expect to put that cash to work, the more likely you will opt for a cash-

equivalent type of investment, even though you don’t get much or any yield from it. If 

your approach to YARP™ investing aims to avoid being “all-in” or “all-out” at market 

extremes, identifying something in addition to or other than cash-like investments is a 

consideration. 

• Will all stocks be bought in equal amounts, or tilted based on one or more factors? 

Most of the biggest indexes are weighted based on the size of the company. That doesn’t 

make sense in all cases. It just became industry standard along the way. 

• How often will changes to holdings (buys/sells) be considered? We oversee versions of 

YARP™ models that are “ready, willing and able” to trade any day a signal fires, or limit 

the process to weekly, monthly or quarterly decision points. It may surprise you to learn 

that a large percentage of the ETF industry is comprised of portfolios that only consider 

trades once each calendar quarter. That may work for some, but not others. 

• How to resolve “ties,” “upgrades” and similar situations? For instance, if you own 

stocks that are in a good position, but you find a stock you don’t own that is in prime 

buying position, do you make room for it? If so, which one do you kick out?  
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YARP™ in action: our initial research study 

A risk-reward ratio is important, but so is an aggravation-satisfaction ratio - Muriel Siebert 

This multi-year project reached its final phase in 2021. And, after converting “Rob’s manual 

stock selection process” to the automated YARP™ approach this report is based on, we stress-

tested several combinations of buy and sell techniques, investment universes, time frames for 

decisions and a variety of other factors. 

THE GOAL: determine how to “do YARP™” in a way that is long on algorithmic decisions, 

and shorter on human emotions and other potentially inefficient investment decision factors.  

Keeping in mind everything you have read in this report so far, here is an outline of the approach 

we used in the initial research study: 

YARP™ Focused 25 model (hypothetical back-test analysis) 

GOALS & GUIDELINES: 

1. Create a portfolio model that can serve as a reasonable proxy and proof of the Isbitts 

Ratio™ and the YARP™ dividend investing methodology 

2. 25 stocks maximum at any time 

3. 4% equal-weighted positions (so, 4% weighting for each stock when it enters the 

portfolio model).  

4. Do not force the model to be fully invested. All holdings must meet the buy criteria 

outlined below. 

5. Strong emphasis on reducing risk of major loss  

6. Evaluate performance (return and risk) over 2 overlapping time frames: 

• Since 1/1/2007, the inception date for the YARP™ model hypothetical back-test, 

chosen so that it includes the Global Financial Crisis. 

• 10 years ending 8/31/2021, a historically strong stock market period, but one that 

also included some of the most sudden, chaotic, and emotional short-term declines in 

history. This allowed us to stress test this modern dividend investing approach against 

what we believe is a preview of the next decade and beyond. Specifically, a “feast or 

famine” investment environment where risk management will be more critical than 

any time in our lives.   
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STOCK UNIVERSE CHOSEN 

To make this initial study as easy to understand as possible, we screened for stocks that have 

paid dividends for at least 22 years. Since the Isbitts Ratio™ is based on 7 years of dividend 

history, having companies that did not skip a dividend payment for at least 22 years nets out to a 

set of stocks with at least 15 years of Isbitts Ratio™ data that could be analyzed.  

We also screened out companies whose dividend yields were rarely if ever high enough to 

even be considered for YARP™-style portfolios. If a stock generally traded with a yield under 

2%, it is less representative of what we are trying to accomplish in YARP™ investing. Smaller 

yield figures also tend to create more disruptive data analysis. 

The result of this screening and filtering process was a group of 90 stocks. That list is shown 

in Appendix A at the end of this paper. You can also see every buy and sell trade that made up 

the study’s performance by emailing info@sungardeninvestment.com, and we will send it to 

you.  

PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION 

We allowed for up to 25 of the 90 stocks to be held in the “portfolio” at any time. Any stock that 

made the portfolio was given a 4% weighting. 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

The Isbitts Ratio™ and YARP™ combine to offer something fully invested indexes do not: a 

higher “bar” that any stock must clear in order to get a “seat” in the 25-stock portfolio. In the 

world of dividend stock indexes, the typical portfolio is always fully invested. That is, there is no 

cash or other investments held.  

This study was different. We wanted to show that YARP™ does an excellent job of selecting 

stocks that can appreciate over time. In addition, we set out to prove that YARP™ can preserve 

capital not only at the stock level, but also at the portfolio level. 

So, if you believe as we do that long-term investing success is NOT about investing 

aggressively. It is about insisting on proactively tilting the odds of success in your favor. If you 

agree with that statement, YARP™ investing should be intriguing to you. 
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW PERIOD 

While we are now able to run Isbitts Ratio™ and YARP™ data daily for hundreds of stocks, the 

goal here was to present an initial study to the investment community, to encourage feedback and 

additional collaboration ideas. So, to keep it simpler, we analyzed the 90 stocks once a month. 

We also “rebalanced” holdings quarterly, to keep the position weightings for stocks held around 

their initial 4% weighting. 

BUY RULES: 

1. Isbitts Ratio™ between 95% and 75% 

2. Isbitts Ratio™ trend declining - we developed a proprietary algorithm that takes the 

price trend of a stock or ETF over the last several months, and answers a simple 

question: is the trend up or down?  

 

3. Upward trend in price - we developed a proprietary algorithm that takes the price trend 

of a stock or ETF over the last several months, and answers a simple question: is the 

trend up or down?  

 SELL RULES: 

If either of 2 events occurs after a stock has been bought, it is sold: 

• The Isbitts Ratio™ rises above 98%  

• The stock falls 10% from its highest point since purchase 

The first sell rule was used because it puts a “red flag” on stocks that may have looked 

promising, but which are simply too early in their bullish cycle to stick with for now.  

Similarly, we are willing to give any holding some room to fluctuate. That’s the stock market. 

But we wanted to avoid seeing very large percentage gains evaporate This is our “Avoid Big 

Loss (ABL)” rule in practice. 

IF MORE THAN 25 QUALIFIED CANDIDATES EXIST FOR THE 25 PORTFOLIO 

SLOTS 

In such cases, we went with the “squatter” rule, in that, a stock already in the portfolio could not 

be replaced by one not currently in the portfolio. This allows for us to promote longer-term 

holding periods and less portfolio turnover, which is particularly useful for taxable investing, as 

well as potential YARP™-based index construction. 
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USE OF UNINVESTED PORTFOLIO CAPITAL 

As we have noted, the technique explained in this report is not only a stock-picking tool, but it 

doubles as a broad stock market indicator. In this study, when the broad stock market was in the 

process of breaking down, we would often see that very few stocks from the universe of 90 

would qualify to be in the portfolio.  

 

In this study, we simply “invested” all empty portfolio slots in an ETF that tracks 1-3 Year U.S. 

Treasury securities (ETF symbol: SHY). 

PEER COMPARISON: 4 prominent Dividend ETFs 

● S&P Dividend ETF (symbol SDY) 

● iShares Select Dividend ETF (symbol DVY) 

● Vanguard High Dividend Yield ETF (VYM) 

● Vanguard Dividend Appreciation ETF (VIG) 

4 ETFs have been in existence since prior to the 1/1/2007 YARP™ Focused 25 start date. 

Combined they have amassed over $140 Billion in investor assets. Those investors have enjoyed 

years of success investing in the large cap dividend space. However, that wealth is wholly 

unprepared if the future does not mimic the past. And we do not think it will. Not at all. 
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Summary of Study Results and Conclusions 

Patterns don't work 100% of the time. But they are still critical because they help you define 

your risk. If you ignore patterns and focus on hunches, feelings, and hot tips, just forget about 

achieving consistency. - Ifan Wei 

YARP™ Focused 25 model vs. peers: 1/1/2007 – 8/31/2021 

The first set of results we’ll present breaks the 2007-2021 study period down cleanly into strong 

and weak stock market periods. This period of over 14 years included the Global Financial 

Crisis, a 20% drop in the S&P 500 during late 2018, and the pandemic-driven crash in 2020, 

which prompted the S&P 500 to fall by 33% in just 5 weeks. 

Here is the full period from 1/1/2007 - 8/31/2021. YARP™ Focused 25 spent most of this time 

outperforming its peers, and by the end of the study period, was the second-best performer of 

the group.  

Figure 3: Full study period (2007-2021)
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Next, we separate that period into 3 separate segments.  

The first is 2007-2009, the period surrounding the Global Financial Crisis. During that time, the 

S&P 500 Index lost more than 50% of its 2007 peak value in about 18 months. The 4 peers each 

lost between 35% and 55% during that time. YARP™ Focused 25 had a maximum 

drawdown during this emotional and tumultuous period of only about 12%.  

The YARP™ Focused 25 model stayed around the break-even market during the decline, and 

thus was in a strong position to participate in the recovery rally that commenced in March of 

2009. That produced a total return for the YARP™ Focused 25 model of over 28% (positive) 

during this tumultuous 3-year period, while the peers spent most of 2009 crawling back 

toward break-even. As you can see, through the 3-year period, their losses ranged from 7% to 

nearly 30%. Every investor should question whether they would be willing to “hang in” the next 

time this happens. 

Figure 4: YARP™ Focused vs. Peers 1/1/2007 – 12/31/2009
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That difficult period for investors was followed by one of the strongest bull markets in 

history, one with few significant pullbacks along the way. During this time, the YARP™ 

Focused 25 model performed as we would expect. It earned its “fair share” of the gains but 

lagged behind its fully-invested dividend stock peers. Note that the YARP™ Focused 25 

model’s total return of about 129% over this 8-year period translates to an annualized 

return of about 10.9%. 

Figure 5: YARP™ Focused vs. Peers 1/1/2010 – 12/31/2017
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Then, we examined the most recent period, which runs from the start of 2018 through 

August 31, 2021, the end of the study period. This may look like a case of “all’s well that ends 

well.” However, as investors will recall, 2018 had a pullback in its first quarter, a 20% decline in 

the S&P 500 during the holiday season, and a 5-week, 33% drop in that same index in February 

and March, 2020. That was followed by one of the sharpest rallies in history.  

YARP™ Focused 25 again preserved capital, and again lagged the “V-shaped rally” from 

the 2020 bottom. It still produced a gain of 29% during this 32-month period, or about an 

10% annualized return. 

Figure 6: YARP™ Focused vs. Peers 1/1/2008 – 8/31/2021
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The final analysis we did on this nearly 15-year period was to measure consistency of returns. 

Investors love to make eye-popping portfolio gains, but the closer they get to retirement (or into 

retirement), the more they value consistency and predictability, and are willing to sacrifice some 

of that thrill in exchange. The data and conclusions are summarized below. 

Figure 7: YARP™ Focused 25 Model: head-to-head vs. 4 popular dividend ETFs 

(Summary of 163 Rolling 12-Month Periods Analyzed) 
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YARP™ Focused 25 vs. peers: 10-year statistics (2011-2021) 

In addition to looking at the more than 14-year period that included the Global Financial Crisis, 

we zeroed in on the past 10 years, and did a statistical “deep-dive.” The objective here was to see 

how consistent the YARP™ portfolio model performed.  

Why do this? Because the past 10 years have been a bull-dominated period, but with a few quick 

crashes along the way. Those crashes resolved themselves in rapid fashion. But today’s dividend 

investor, especially those in retirement or approaching it cannot afford a crash that keeps the 

market (and their portfolio) down for years, as is typically the case.  

Figure 8: YARP™ Focused 25 Model: head-to-head versus dividend stock peers 

 

If you simply look at the “Annualized Total Returns” column, you will see that the YARP™ 

Focused 25 model underperformed all 4 of the peer funds over the past 10 years. That’s a fact, 

and you could simply conclude that other dividend strategies work better.  

However, to conclude that would be to fall into the typical trap that big Wall Street firms set 

for investors. Evaluating return without looking at risk, or risk without looking at return is 

how wealthy investors become much less wealthy.  

Put another way, prudent investors are those to recognize that markets are cyclical, and that a 

portfolio must combine offense AND defense. That is just as true during long bull markets 

(like the past 10 years) as well as in extended financial crises. 
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YARP™ Focused 25 Model vs. Peers: Summary of reward and risk (2011-

2021) 

Here are some quick headlines drawn from the data in Figure 8.  

YARP™ produced: 

• Competitive returns (nearly 10% per year), about 75% as high as its peers, during a 

time that heavily favored strategies that don’t play active defense (as YARP™ does) 

• Annualized Alpha of over 5% versus S&P 500 (most peers had negative Alpha), 

which indicates that there was a significant “value-added” to YARP™’s defense 

work 

• About half the Standard Deviation of the peers 

• Less than 1/3 the volatility (via Beta) of the S&P 500, and much less than the peers 

• Maximum drawdown of about 8%, while peers suffered drawdowns of 30-40% 

• This was accomplished by participating in about half the S&P 500’s upside moves, 

and only about one-quarter of its downside moves, on average 

• Calmar Ratio of 1.16, which was 2.5-3.0X that of its peers 

 

Calmar Ratio: our favorite stress-test: here’s why 

The Calmar Ratio is the annualized return of an investment over a time-period, dividend by the 

maximum drawdown over that same time period. In other words, “what’s the annualized 

return I earned, and how big a drop do I need to incur along the way.” I firmly believe 

investor satisfaction happens by delivering a high level of confidence in these simple terms. 

In Calmar Ratio terms, YARP™ Focused 25 has been in a league of its own over this period. 

With markets likely to be far less friendly during the next decade, and bond rates at suppressed 

low levels, this makes a very compelling case for YARP™ investing. 
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YARP™’s key ingredient: “floating Beta” 

As my team and I see it, dividend investors certainly want to pursue upside potential of dividend 

stocks...but not at all costs! This chart shows clearly how the YARP™ Focused 25 back-test 

model allowed for measured volatility, but nowhere near that of the S&P 500, as was the case 

with the 4 peer funds.  

Figure 9: YARP™ 25 vs. peers (3 Year Rolling Beta) 1/1/2007 – 8/31/2021
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Limitations of the research study 

1.   The 90-stock universe allowed us to go back nearly 15 years to test the effectiveness of 

YARP™ investing and the Isbitts Ratio™. This was important to us in this first study, since we 

wanted to go back far enough to incorporate the Global Financial Crisis, which started in late 

2007, intensified throughout 2008 and had its final reckoning in early 2009.  

We could not include Apple and Microsoft, perhaps the 2 biggest drivers of dividend stock 

performance over this period, because they have not paid regular dividends for a long enough 

time period. All of the other “FAANG” stocks do not even pay dividends, so they were ineligible 

as well. Going forward, we will track over 400 stocks, and will be reporting on them at 

YARP™Invest.com. 

2.  The monthly analysis means that any buys or sells that might otherwise have been 

triggered during the month do not occur until the month ends.  

3.  This study was finalized and released publicly through this report after several months of 

testing. One thing we noted was that this study, as well as other versions of the study we have 

run, produces a fairly large percentage of “losing” trades (30% or more). At first we thought this 

might detract from the effectiveness of YARP™, but we came to realize that the opposite is true. 

YARP™ investing is about identifying good candidates, and not being afraid to invest in 

them BECAUSE unlike many popular dividend investing methods, your sell criteria is 

determined BEFORE you buy any stock. That establishes a strong floor under your 

analysis. The end result may be a noticeable number of small losses, but plenty of big, more 

enduring gains that more than make up for the losses. 

The whole secret to winning big in the stock market is not to be right all the time, but to lose the 

least amount possible when you’re wrong. - William J. O'Neil 
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What’s next for YARP™ investing and YARP™ investors?  

“All people, are different people” - Ted Lasso (TV character created by actor Jason Sudeikis) 

This report opens up the world of YARP™ investing for a broader audience, after being kept 

under wraps for many years, as we used it exclusively for our own managed model portfolios. 

 We see potential for the Isbitts Ratio™ and YARP™ in these areas, among others: 

• As a research “factor” overlay on existing portfolio approaches 

• As the foundation for direct index, ETF or other financial produc 

• As a data point which allows users of investment research databases to add another 

perspective to their stock and ETF analysis 

• As an investment education tool for investors of all type 

• As the basis for consulting work, where family offices, RIA firms, brokerages, 

institutional investors, hedge funds and other types of investors work directly with our 

team to better understand the Isbitts Ratio™, YARP™ and how they can specifically 

apply it to their investment process. Note that as a publishing company, we do not offer 

personalized investment advice. We do offer investment research consulting on a case-

by-case basis. 

• We suspect there are firms with greater technological and computer programming 

resources than our modest publishing group currently has. We also assume there are 

businesses that upon reading this report, reviewing YARP™Invest.com and seeing us in 

traditional and social media, will see YARP™ as something they can augment and 

improve on. In other words, we don’t claim to have a monopoly on good ideas, even 

when it comes to the YARP™ system we created! 

• For additional data from this study, questions about the study, or inquiries to our 

team, please email us at info@sungardeninvestment.com, or visit our website, 

SungardenInvestment.com 
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SungardenInvestment.com: the home of YARP™ investing  

“People always tell me, you should have your money working for you. I've decided I'll do the 

work. I'm gonna let the money relax.”- Jerry Seinfeld 

The release of this report coincides with the launch of SungardenInvestment.com. The site will 

be maintained daily by our group at Sungarden Investment Publishing (SIP). This is a place 

where the financial markets are viewed through an ongoing, YARP™-focused lens. We welcome 

you to join our free YARP™ research community. To sign up, just visit the site, and follow the 

instructions on the home page. 

Current and future site features include: 

● The latest insights from our team on financial market trends 

● Ongoing education on YARP™, through webinars, video, print and social media links 

● Stock and ETF analysis and ratings 

● YARP™ watchlists and focus lists 

● Access to historical Isbitts Ratio™ and YARP™ data 

● Additional YARP™-related research studies and observations 

● Innovative additions to the YARP™ approach you read about in this report 

● Access to investment model portfolios based on the YARP™ methodology 

https://quotecatalog.com/communicator/jerry-seinfeld
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About the author and Sungarden Investment Publishing 
 

Sungarden Investment Publishing (SIP) was founded by Rob Isbitts and Samita Thephasit, in 

2021, after Mr. Isbitts sold his longtime investment advisory practice to focus on investment 

research and writing, creation and distribution of model investment strategies, and development 

of additional investment-related intellectual property. Our goal is to offer differentiated 

investment strategy, portfolio models and research at a compelling price point.  

SIP does not provide individualized investment advice. However, upon request, it will direct 

potential investors to a professional investment advisor that focuses their portfolios on our 

strategies and model portfolios, and who have contracted with Mr. Isbitts to make his strategies 

available to their clients. 

Rob Isbitts has spent the past 35 years as an investment strategist, advisor, researcher, thought 

leader and journalist. He has devoted his career to busting common investment myths, helping 

investors and financial advisors make sense of chaotic markets, while growing a team of 

next-generation leaders to continue developing his Intellectual Property and investment 

approach. That includes the Isbitts Ratio™™, the investment statistical factor he created that is 

the basis for the stock selection process used in YARP™ portfolios, such as the type described in 

this book. 

Rob has managed money multiple bull and bear market cycles. He creates innovative investment 

strategies that represent an alternative to outdated, overhyped traditional approaches. He is a 

three-¬time mutual fund manager and creator of separately managed accounts and investment 

indexes. 

Rob is a senior contributor to Forbes.com, a contributor to U.S. News & World Report and has 

written regularly for TheStreet, MarketWatch and RIA Biz. Rob has written three books on 

investing, including the 2021 e-¬book "Modern Dividend Investing: The Isbitts Ratio™™ and 

YARP™ Methodology." 
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APPENDIX : Stock universe used in the YARP™ 25 study 

(sorted by sector) 
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Disclaimer 

This material contains the current opinions of the author, Rob Isbitts and such opinions are 

subject to change without notice. This material has been distributed for informational purposes 

only. Forecasts, estimates, and certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary 

research and should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any 

particular security, strategy, or investment product. Information contained herein has been 

obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. Past performance is not a 

guarantee or a reliable indicator of future results. Investing in the markets is subject to certain 

risks including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, and inflation risk; investments may be worth 

more or less than the original cost when redeemed. There is no guarantee that these investment 

strategies will work under all market conditions or are suitable for all investors and each 

investor should evaluate their ability to invest long-term, especially during periods of downturn 

in the market. Strategies may not be appropriate for all investors. No part of this book may be 

reproduced in any form without express written permission. 

 


